COVID-19
SmartWatch

COEXIST WITH GRACE

DESIGN INTENTION
IS IT FOR CONVENIENCE?
No. We pride our invention on two principles:

- Community formation without the concern of COVID
- Token of safety, ensuring a secure, open environment for all

We seek to stimulate a sense of awareness that COVID-19 is a part of life and it is not meant to be feared! With each of the four features of the watch - the radar, the sanitizing dispenser, the emergency mask, and the retractable hand - we seek to show that our product is not meant for convenience but is instead - to further this mission of safety & recognition of the circumstances of world we live in today.

OUR MISSION
- To help humans
  forge communities
  without the impending worry of COVID-19 inhibiting the transition between
  --> staying behind a screen
  --> real, in-person relationship building

THINK 66 BLUEPRINT & MANIFESTO
Designed & patented by Justin Wahby

WHO IS IT FOR?
When we say that our design is for everyone, we mean that! Just a few examples could include the following -

- Small businesses - creating a safe atmosphere for customers and providing employees with proper COVID-19 materials
- Community & religious centers - helping members come together without any unnecessary anxiety of COVID-19 transmission

USE IN ACTION
Go about your day, COVID-19 smartwatch on your wrist. You have a school meeting? Before stepping into the venue, scan the area with your radar to see if everything is safe. Everything checks out! Oh no! You forgot your mask and your hands are dirty! No worries - you have an emergency mask & you sanitize your hands using the dispenser. As you attend the meeting, you see many friendly faces, feeling safe & content. You start introducing yourself and making new friends!
Design for Economics

Even with the versatility & technology of this product, our device should not serve as a financial strain to anyone!

As of now, we have been given a governmental subsidy sponsored by the CDC to offer our Watch for only $50. This includes the option to waive the fee if one is not financially able to purchase it.

Our Watch will be accessible in all 50 states of the US! You can purchase or pick them up at your local community center distributed by the State.

Ultimately, we seek to embody the principles of affordability and accessibility in order to our fulfill our mission to make this product a household device for all!
COVID-19 Smart Watch™

Retractable band
* for opening doors, pressing buttons, etc. without the need to use hands

Potential Uses
- opening doors, pressing buttons

COVID-19 Radar
* Can detect the presence of COVID-19 on humans/objects within a 200 ft. radius

Emergency Mask Container
* contains a readily available mask which can be accessed through a simple pull mechanism

Top Grain Leather Band
* Comfortable & high quality watch band ensuring durability & longevity

Disinfectant capsule #1
 notification of dispensing
Automatic Hand Sanitizer
* dispenses any disinfectant solution on your hands which can be activated upon one swift motion.

Disinfectant capsule #2

Adjustable strap
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